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••That's the news, and
I· am outta here.
II

-Matt~ew T.

Apple

*Inside*

a tinctiO:t\S are too numerous to list, but they
mess,aboutreplacingthatcomplicated mess include the 1993 Wolf Prize in _Physics and
by simple rules," said mathematician Benoit~ the 1985 F. Bernard Medal for Mer_itorious
Mandelbrot during his Service to Science. Currently, he fs an IBM
lecture at the Olin Au- Fell~w at· the.Thomas J. Watson Research
ditorium Satur.day af- -Center and Abraham Robin~on Prof~ssor of
ternoon. Mandelbrot, Mathematics at Yale University.
credited as the founder
offractalgeometry,was
The eye as a tool
the first speaker of the
1993-94 Bard College
Mandelbrot opened his talk with a hisDistinguished Scientist torical discussion of the introduction of
Lecture Series, 11ow in· per8pectfve into art. Before western artists
its 14th.year. Speaking to standing-room rediscovered the geometry
Euclid,
only crowd, Mandelbrqt related l)is most Mantlelbrot~~d, uperspectivewasmissing,
famous work with mathematical fractals to and there was no separation of space and
· the import'!~Ce of perspective in geometry, what is happening in space." Elemental gesdence and thearts.
·
ometzy was necessary in the art~ to create
_Bard Associ~-te profesw~'i>,lM_athema.ti~~ accur~te representations, and precise deEtha~ Bloch, introduced Mandel'l?rot as re- p~cti~n wa~ <!.1:'- _i~portant element in the
sponsible for a "fundamental shift in our . scientific work of such men as Galileo and
world view" and "single-handedly creating Leonardo da Vinci. \
widespread interest in the studies of fraCtals--- -- "Seeing is not passive, but an active action,"
and chaos." Mandelbrot's awards anc! dis- J!'sJst~_1\1a11d~lb_!!>~· Ifow_~"~- as history
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progressed, pictures were deemed to be of
little importance to the sciences, particularly
in rna thematics. "By the time I was a student,
pictures had all but vanished," described
Mandelbrot. ~~r remember Iookir g in hotror
at a geometry book, written by a professor of
mine, that contained absolutely no illustrations."
~
- The professor claimed that pictures lie,
that illustrations misrepresent the geometrical concepts and therefore give students
the wrong ideas. Mandelb.rot blames this
distrust of illustration upon the philosophy
of Plato. "I first read Plato late in life, and mv
immediate reaction was 'I hate this man!,~'
joked Mandelbrot. His point , .. serious.
however; the idealistic epistemology of P1.1t0
insists that absolute truth cannot be found in
nature. Plato claimed that knowledge (such
as geometric proofs) can be obtained only by
purely mental activity, \\ithout the interfcr~
ence of the senses. Mandelbrot takes grl'.lt
exception to this belief that gl'Onll''try i~ nl~t

·as

Ct-.rttinut:J ('7'1 r>JS,C lS

.On September 1, 1993, the first
bones' ... then ·· they
day of classes at Bard for t~ fall
brought me back again
1993 semester, Monica Lehmann
[for more X-rays), then
was
rollthey said I had to have a
~rbla~~ii. ng
catscan ... then they put
back from the
me back through the
Stevenson Licatscan ... they kept on
brary towards
moving me .. .l was rethe Ravines.
ally scared.
·
As she was
"The vice-president_.
about to cross
[DimitriPapadimitriouJ
Annandale
and Gladys [Watson]
Road, she was blindsided by ancame and visited
other Bard student's car, which,
me ... Dave[Wilson] and
according ·Lehm~nn afterward,
Marilyn [Bernard] were
was traveling above the posted
there all the time, supspeed limit. As a result of the acci- .
porting me ...
dent, Lehmann suffered a bro_ken
"I want everything to .
. pelvic bone and broke the first·
be like brand new ... at
through 5th lumba~ bones in her
first, I think I was deback, as well as other as yet undenying myself, I was
termined bones.
saying, 'Everything's
I visited Monica in the Northgoing to be okay, I'm
ern Dutchess County Hospital
going to be ~ack in
over the past weekend and talked
school. .. ' .I was basiwith her about her accident.
cally ignoring the fact
Rather than write an article, which
··
··
thatl would have to do
This section_~f An?-~~~a!e R~~d,I~front of t~e ~ar~ Ch_apcl, was the scene of Monii:a Lehmann's accident on September 1st~
-·physical therapyeveiy
could not possibly begin to describe the pain and anguish remember my .frlend Dave~~h; ~d~~~;a~al~,yo~1i (\-;;;~·~· ~e- -i;~~~ i~ ~h~ck,i~~s-h~rt, don't day ... I kind of want to forget the
Molli~a is .suffering, I instead was beside me and~~ was hoi_~- .~ dan.ee·a&ain/
·
turri-rrieover~'
accident really happened, beopted to let Monica herself tell her ingmyhandandsayin g, 'Monica,
"All these people started
''ThentheytUrnedme over,and cause, being in the hospital, I'm
-story to the Bard commUnity:
it's going to be okcly/All I could crowding around me, and I felt it just hurt ~ven more .. .! started remindedofiteveryd ay.:.People
·Sa.y was-you know, it -was like a · like I was suffocating. They kept hyperventilating ... ! was con-. who came to visit [kept saying] 'I
-"1 .had seen a car all the way movie, because it was so hor- saying, 'It's going to be okay,' and ~.~inced that I was going to die and thought you'd be in a body cast, I
~o~n the road, so [I knew that] by rible-and I just lopked at him I kept saying, No,it'snotgoingt() .t'-Vas _
co:nvinced that I was go.ing thought you'd be in t~s, I'd
the time I got to the road, the car andiwascryingandiSa.id,'It~sau · oe"okay:' ·-· --. .. -. -. _. ------····~l~be "paralyzed, .
wouldn't ev~n catch up to over, it's all over .. Jt's all over, . ,;The pain was excruciating ... ! . and I was angry
me ... that's wliy I knew, when I isn't it? I just began.' And he said, ·knew the bones were broken ih · at the driver. I
••t.feel li{<e, when that
·got hit, the car was going fast, 'Don't worry, you're going to.be - ·myback,Iknewft.. Jfeltsoheavy, kept thinking,
because the car hit me really hard, okay' And I said/No,:I 'm not, I'm ·I couldn't even hold myself up. I 'Why did you
car hit me, she [the
and the doctor said it took a really not going to be okay. I'm para- felt like I was a project or some- hit me?'
driver] killed
She
hard hit f9r it to break my bones lyzed,aren'tl?' He said, 'No/and tliiilg, prople were looking at me
"I was
the way it did ...
'=~ :- like I_wa~. ~m~ _ h~lpless. I'm a
took a part of my
"I didn~t ~ven
thing to lookat... I really strong
..
One
of
the
•guys• from [BEMS or said, 'Tell them person, and soul, something
·noticethatthecar
was
behind
Re-d H.ook Emerg-e ncy Medical · ·-- f'm-notsomething·:·wflen-· it hap- not going to
be th~re
me ... I had just
totookat,tcllthem pened to me, I
Squad] _said, 'Tu-r n ~her ()ver• an.d 1~ . .._!~ go home/ I was .- had no power
bumped into a
...
for ~ long, long time ...
one of my - said, 'No, don't turn
. on fhe ground, They put me in
over.
It
friends ... , and I
helpless.
the Emergency
just kept skating . hurts too much. •
''Ikno.w:rny~l)i:f~ Rc;>9m . .. _l~.t . __
and before I knew
hadripsariditwas · Northern Dutchess] ... people thought you'd be in that ... people
..They.·said, 'She's just in shock,
it, the car hit me. I
scraped all down were sticking me here and stick- don't realize that .. :I'ip going
sheis okay.•
. ·-· .. .
was shocked ... all
'..·
. . n:-tY left side, and ing me there ... even the nurses through a lot of pain. People see
I can remember ·is
people said, 'Oh [were] putting their hands over me talking and . people see me
·.·_Then they turned me over,-.and
whep I got hit by
my god, she's their mouths, as if [they were happy, b~t they're not here when
it just_h~rt even m~:re·.....
the car, I kind of
bleeding.' And thinkingl'shewashurtn~allybad, Tmcrying...
·
--went into slow
.,
-·o11e of the guys it's a badone,shegot~thard.' All
"I appreciate everything
motion .. .I didn't
from ,_(HEMS or - I wanted to know was ... how bad everybody's done for me.: .I know
feel any pain, but all of a sudden I said, 'Dave, I got h~t by a car- Red Ho_~k Emergency Medical . it~ will I be able to w~lk again? people want me to get better.
the pain went right through me. I :nie, I got hit by a car.' I couldn't Squad) said, 'Turn her over,' and
'They asked me if I was on Everybody's _been rc~lly, really
kept on repeating in my mind, 'I believe it. That's all J could say. I said, 'No, don't turn me over.lt rollerblades.. .I.felt asif they were supportive at Bard ... they've made
can't bclit!ve it, I got hit by a car.' Why did this happen to me?. .
hurts too much.' They said, 'No, sayingitwasmyfault,likeljumped mea lot stronger, they're part of my
"All I know is th(lt I was on the· "Ikeptcryingandcry ing.Itold she's just in shoek, she's okay.' infrontofthccar... theytooksome strength: but I have to be my own
ground, and alii could.thinkabout him, 'I'm only nineteen years old; And I said, 'What are talking X-rays, then they came back and. strength... if I don't have my own
was,oh my god, I'm paralyzed .. .! it's all over, _I'll never be able to . about,l'mjustinshock ,l'mokay? .said, 'Well, you br~ke a couple of
continued on page 3
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· -Classifi~qs & p~rsonals
I

Hudso~ia· ·wants"': - reusable
ou
on
_strength, I'm never going to get the·side of the road. Where else ~:o;~~!:e to ~ie an~~o ~~~ (clean, used one side only) letteranywhere .. .! finally realized it's are you going to walk? And it's people hav~ ·to get hurt. I think size file folders and 3x5" index
-going to be a long time bef9re I can supposed to be your fault if you peop Ie. should- take mo-r e-pre..: - cards; also a Kayak paddle. Please
lis~n to Janet ijackson] and get up get hit by a. car? Who do you ·cau tions
when _ they:'re . call ext.273 Or 274.
and start dancing and-get up--and blanne?
driving~ .. I feel safedn ~he C!ty
.do what I used to do ...
'1 don't understand ... it'~ not Hian I do-outnerEdnfne -stib-·· _-- HELP WANTED! Crowmg
"I_feellike,'whenthcitcarhitrne,she just the physicai-tJ_eing of i_~ [acci- _u.r bs, l'lf iell yoil' tha-t right-Company-Needs Campus R~ps
- now."
·
--- For Project. Excellent Earnings.
killCdme. She took part
. - ---:·.:-.:.:..:.:..'· =--=-Gain valuable~~perienceand refof my soul, something
•• there are:nO sidewalks.
that's not going to be
Monica Lehmann was erences.Workatschoolorhome .
thereforalong,longtirn~
You have to walk_ the transferred from Northern -Flex hours. Send resume to: CAUntil I heal, untillactu-Dutchess County Hospital REER ADANTAGE P.O. Box 82
allysee myself walking · side
the road ...
to the Joi.n t Disease Hospi- Howell, NJ 07731 Attn: Personand feeling strong
do p-e ople haVe
tal on the morning of Sep- nel.
again, then Monica Will ___tember 13th to begin
~urf before
comeback"
physical therapy _ and _ For sale: 1989 -~awasaki
.
•t?••-_-s trength co~ditioning. She EXSO~y 3,000 rmles, great
_Lehmann blamedan yth lng a OU I •
ha~l_h_igh hopes for a quick condition, saddle bags. Must sell.
Annandale Road and
~--~--- --= re§_gy~ry, sirice she wilroe Please call Judy at ext. 435 or 758thespeed.limitinpart
-------- - ·__:__: ·work'1ng___wH:hth-e--same· ~ 5286.
... ----- 1 • -··-
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for the aCCident. When
1 told her that Bard _

t

.-- ~- do~ro-r· wll~llelpe<;I

College had, at one time, consid, ered -buying Annandale -Road
fromDutchessCountysotheCol lege couid. lower the speed limit
(asreportedintheObserver,March
1, ~991),s~ewanted t~knowwhy ·
the College hadn't done so.
''Whydopeoplehavetobehurt
beforetheydoanythingaboutit? "
Lehmann wondered. "What are
they waiting for?
.
_
· ''There are no sidewalks," she
~

•
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· ·- -- ------
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Musicbygay,lesbianand bisexual
artists and those we wish were.
More Madonna like music than
you can shake an extremely phallie cucumber at!!
Mr. Editor-in-Chief Person Sir:
What on earth willl call you next
.week? How does friend sound?
Must say you left us with a .very
full - and nice- last issue. Good
-luck on your senior project arid
life, but don't concern yourself
with too nnuch socializing, OK.
Well, farewell! --Your Nunnber
One
Set of nine used, but still usable
golf dubs FOR SALE. $10 or best
offer. can 758-0772 if interested,
9r stop by Tewksbury 84 this Sa-t.
or Sun. l-4:30_pm.

-dents]. It's not just that;' she gets _--Glo-r iaEste'fan recover 'from a
I need ·a miracle! Friendly guy
hurt, she goes to thehospiial,--s he___ ·broken back. Lehmann expects · needs 2 tickets for the dead at the
"I smoke is an idea." A quote
getsacast,~he'sfine,becauseshe's 'io return to Bardfor the spring ·gardeninNYCforSaturdaynigh t spoken by Boystone on a rather
not fine. You take-a lot away semester, ·probably with a (that'srightSaturdaynight)Sep - interesting summer night.
from that persOn. That person - wheelChair -and C(Utches·· for tember 18. If you can help, drop Thanks-G-Vibe
hastogothroughidotofmen - ·support.
--- · . mealineatBox549,orcallext.343 .
. ta~ _thi~gs, and a lot is)~ken
As parting advice for stu- Me Llamo Dan StaffQrd.
Hey,MattG.,didn'tyou froget
away ... The
President's dents who _ are walki!lg
to do something this week? Ask
da-ughter died, and heis still Annandale Road, which does- Wanted:UsediBM/compatible, Kat; she'll remind you.
working at Bard .. ~ffeetso bad · -not -have sfdewaiks, Lehmann ·386/486,supervGA,80+MegHD ,
the President's [Leon Botstehi] warnea·/;P.edestriansbetterbe -- 2+Meg RAM. Printer would be
Hey, 'Kat, didn't Matt C. forget
daughter died. I totally under- extra-careful, because--n obOdy -- nice. Box 880 Or 757-2310.
to do something this week? Hit
~tandhowhemustfeel ... Id~n't_ ~lse is doi.!'l-g anything."
him over the head with your
V'
.
'" -~'"-- "'' · ~ ~ , -. ·- ~. ·='"'·, ~~.,;;;., .""""'~""!S.;..;.:...,....~-- ····-. -_ ;.Wnters & photographers baseball hat a coupla times.
needed to work on the Bard Annual Sketchbook staff! Interested
Listen up, all you poor, snivelpeople should contact LisaKereszi _ ing bastards at Bard College. We're
At:~nandale RQa~
(7053) for photography, or Malia sick and tired of you test-driving
DuMont (7581) for writing or lay- all of our cars with no intention of
in place. According to SqUillace, cannot see cars coming.
o~! & design.
buying them. What's
great
theCollegeplanstoaskthecounty ornmend tha-t people park in the
about that damn Faire anyway?!
to install painted cross-walks d~signated lots,carid look out for
Car for sale! Ugly, but-reliable
-the Friendly Boys at Honda
across from the Stevenson Gym- each pther," stated Squill~ce.
Dodge Colt 84 w I 65,000 miles
nasi urn and at the bottom of the . The official policy of Safety and · $700 negtiable. Call 752-7289.
Hey, Greg, I really hope you
hill beneath Kline. Squillace Security prohibits skateboarding
didn't feel at all guilty for going to
would also like to see ''Not a on campus. "It's for the 5afety of , Jeana, thank-you for immortal- the movies Tuesday night withThoroughfare" signs installed at everyone," said Squillace. 11No lzingmeinBard'smostEsteemed out your snookie-ookums. I rebothendsof AnnandaleRqad that matter how good you are on a news journal_,__ The Saint
ally hope you can just bear to live
runs - t hrough Bard.
skateboard, dri'\'ers and pedestri_ with yourself, you schmuck.
'SUnforttinately, fatal accidents. -· ans don't know that, and you ri~k
Greg, DGN was a horrific
are what usually cause signs to be causing an accident." Squillace glimpse at a too-near future of
2Hours of Intense Whiplashput up," said Squillace. 'We are commented that a similar policy Bard. I hail you as a visionary! not quite as good as sex, but then
hoping to prevent that from hap- might be applied to rollerbluding ·cM
what is? Every Friday from 8 to
pening." ,
(whiCh is considered illegal on
lOpm, starting the 24th. If it's too
Squillace did point out that a county roads.)
· The Queer Van Dyke Show- loud, too bad.
large majority of the traffic on · InollierSecuritynews,Squillace _SoundsofLavender.Comingsoon
AnnandaleRoadisfrommennber s saidthatunregisteredpartieshav e to, a Bard radio station near you!
I'm very tired. Goodbye.
of the Bard community-. ;,Drivers been ''keeping us quite busy." She
on ·c ampus have to be Sa.fety con- urges studfm~s to register their
scious at all times," commented parties, free of charge, through
Squillace.Shepointcdoutthatth e Jeff Huang's office in advance so
most important safety concern is thatSeeuritydoesnothavetoshu t
illegal parking. When people them down. Sh~ added that large
don't park_in · the parking lots, parties, such as when a keg is
Squillace said t11at they create an involved, should only be held in
"obstructionof~~w"forvehicles the old gym since large amounts
and for pedestrians. Drivers can~ .·of people would cm1stlfute a firenot see when someone is about to hazard in most dormitories.
cross the road, and those on foot .
~
•

o:t

Security and
"We recognize the problem and
are taking whatever immediate
actions we can," affirmed acting
Director of
Safety and Security, Kim
Squillace,
concerning
safety conditions on Annandale
Road.
Re__
cently, a student on roller-blades was. seriously injured thete by a automobiledriven by a student(seeartide
onpage2). ·
· Squillace commented that, since
Annandale Road is owned by
Dutchess County, there is very
little Bard can do to slow down
trSl[fic. The College has considered trying to purchase the road
from the county, but the interests
of residents alongside -the road ·
and road maintenance (such as
snow removal) have to be taken
into acc6'1mt.
A more likely possibility is that
·signs and crosswalks will be put

·we rec-

so

A new location and atmosphere for deKiine

·

_Ah, dcKline, that intimate hole
have been are movie nights. Plans have also
in the wall in the basement of the
attributable to beenmadetoshow Monday Night
Old Gym... how many upperissues of per- Football, a definite plus for any
.
- - - - ---- cIa s s men
spective. Woods sports fans. Some rearranging will
h a v e n' t
feels they are 'be done inside the coffee ~hop to
wasted sevtaking a risk allow better use of the space. A
eral hours
trusting stu- suggestion box will be available
there, reclindents, so there is for comments, and all ideas will ~
ing in the
pressure for be given consideration. Students
dimly lit cafe,
deKline to sue- can use their Demand cards in
entirely stuceed.
Pete deKline, which may come in
dent.- - run,
Belenchia, As- handy due to the new availability
·· --Watching
sistant Director of hot food and sandwiches.
couples share pints of Ben and
of Food Service,
Woods also intends to begin a
- Jerry's, reading magazines, or just
said that so far pizza delivery service through
_(!bsorbing the bohemian atmothey are very deKline, so Broadway may lose
sphere with frie!_lds? Well, now_
happy with the _ the monopoly it currently holds.
dPKline is-moving from the Old
arrangement, Taylm:_mentione<:f perhaps initiGym, "Yhere it_ ~as been housed
calling it a uwin- ating a generafdelivery service,
· since 1990, to th~_ coffee shop.
win situaUon''. where students ~ould order anyPeKlinehasaratherinteresting
-~
--~
- -~--- · - - · ~ - . --~- - __ -~----~ Of a meeting thing on the d~Kline menu and
history. In September of 1990, an alternative to Treetops~ a
for a year. Under the Tuesday morning, attended by ~haveitdelivere<i ~o .theirr09ms.
stUdentsJoshKaufmanandAmy _liveryservicerunbya&rrytown --conditiOI1softhedeal,itcannotb e .~lenchia~ Rich,Ackerman, tern- _ Belenchia anq Taylor agreed
Fenwick S1Jbmittcd a propbsal to resident until early 1990; when permanently altered for oneyear, porary Head of Food Service; that one of th~ rriajor benefits of
~ Shelley Morgan;Dean of Students. hi.s lack of an-o~ner's lic~ns~, sus- : _tho~gh at present a class is being Mark Touissant, manager of the the new location is its a~cessibil
Sheapproved the plan to establish _ picions of drug dealing and ac- -hdd there. Reservation of the -coffee shop; Tim Ail, Regional ity. It is a safe piace i.n the center
a cafe/ convenience store in the cusations . of overch~rg~ng and space falls tinder the jurisdiction Manager of Woods Food Service; of campus for students to socialbasement of the Old Gym. Its sexual harassment res~lted in his--..o{Shellcy Morgan~ , _- - -- - Charles Crimmins, the Ba~d ize and a conv~nient place to
purpose was to operate between banishment from Bard.'
.~ ..~~ight, _ori~ _~e!l'ber of . Comptroll~r; Shelley Morgan, purchase food without having to
.,_- the hours of 8_ p.m~ and 2 a.m.,
WoodsFood.Serv_ice_will work at raylor, and Hefner, Taylor had leave campus. Said Belenchia,
·with extended hours during - New and Improve~
_deg_!!~e; afongwitht~() shifts--o f this to say:
"We're interest~ _in making this
midterms, finals, movies and
. _-· --- -·--co- - ;:JWosttigents.JQbsth~re~r~not _ ~'~vetythingwasrecstablished. theplacetogooncampus."
- _ othereventsatthestudentcenter .
DeKline's philosophy has re- . worl<,study,and wo-rkers become We found out which promises
.
-The store, named deKlirte, w~s mained the -same over ~~ pas~. _\Y.~dsem_ployees, whicho_ffersa ~ph [Rogers] should never have
The· More Things Change
· not set up to _be in competition thrceyears,despiteagreatdealof_~nningsalaryof$5.00perhour. made,andrediscussedthestudent s
with the_ coffee shop. It would growth. Itshouldremainthesame- ~-payscaleisbeinglmplemented,. goals. DeKline is under Woods'
Despite.surfacechanges, dei<line
only serve prepackaged food such old cafe, even in its new, l~rger . so that people with experience at supervision, but it's not just the will remain essentially the-·same.
- ~s ~andy, ice cream and soft location. Last spring Ralph deKlineandmanagersearnmor e coffeeshopopenlate. We'remak- Ice aeam, candy and cappuccino
drinks. Prepared food, such as Rogers, then.DircctorofFood Ser- . t}lanbcgin~rs. Applications have ing a cooperative effort in a place will still be available, it will remain
grilled items would havet:equired vice at Bard,. approached manag- bCen ta~en, but deKiine staff is sq wherethere~n'treallybeenmuch strictly nonsmoking , and it will
· ~-- different facilities, and conflicted ers Tami Sloan and Shawn Taylor backlogged that they do not en- cooperation before." said Taylor, provide quarters·so people can do
-- _with th.e food ~rvice. _
about moving deKHne to the cof- courage more people to look for .. calling the mood after the meeting laundry. Itshours_~emai118 p.m. till
· - ._- Fenwick and Kaufman had fcc shop. They negotiated with -'"-'~r~ t,h~r~yet. Perhaps t~ey will "enthusiastic."
2 a.m. seven day8 a week. And, of
planned to add a cable TV lounge, him, eventually reaching satisfac- -be hiring later, but that is depencourse, .the philosophy has not
- -which was their main incentive tory stipulations. Sloan and Tay- dent on the amount of busin~ss.
The Big Day
changed. ~we need to rebuild our
for establishing the store at the lor wanteq to maintain the stuCertain business aspects of the
foundation, reestablish our reputime. Cable was never instal1ed, dent-runaspectofdeKline, which move arc still up in the a~~- For
Though it has been operating tation on campus. The opinions of
-however, because of Administra- W?Ods Foo~ Service was ~ilJing · example, when the~e wa~ a price unfinished, the unveiling of the students, are still9ur priority, and
tive .cqncerns.
to offer.
o-terlap betwcendeKlineandcof-. new deKline will ta}se place on we hope people will give usa chance
DcKiine was once th~ site of
Some changes in its operation fee shop rates, originally the Friday, September 17th. It, will in the new space just like they did in
. shower rooms, and according to are being made, though. Whereas d~_Kiine price was to prevail, but not closely resemble the coffee the old one." concluded Taylor.
the September 28, 1990, issue of deKlin~ used to be completely negotiations are still taking place shop as it appears during tl)e day.
Fridaynight'sopeningisplanned
the Bard Observer, the designers nonprofit, turning all its funds to iron out copfli~ts. "Bo.th sides The r~gular lights will be replaced to be a big party, with give-aways
had considerCd keeping a stall or back to student groups, . now are givini'; -said Taylor.
by halogen and colored lights. and entertainment. Any groups
two for an ' "innovative effect.'' Woods receives the earnings.
Taylor described the ncgotia- ·staff plan to have tablecloths and interested in playing deKline's
Even the pews facing the squash Once deKiine is open for a Slib- tion process as a rollercoaster. candles to try to recreate the inti- grand opening should contact
courts in the S-tevenson Gymna- stantial period of time, assuming Since Ralph Rogers was pro-· mate ambience. A·stereo will be Shawn Taylor as soon as possible.
sium were considert'<.i as furnish- it turns a profit, students will be rooted, leaving Bard for Buffalo playing music as usual, but So, if you don't mind that the
· ings to give the cafe a distinc_tive given part of the money. ~, t~e State, and a new foundation had de Kline hopes to feature more live renovation will r10t be absolutely
k•ding. The ambitious designers move is a good business move on to: be built__ with new people. bands and performances to uti- complete, stop by dei<line Friday
h~1d imagined having a delivery both parts-Woods will increase Also,Tami Sloan 11iis resigned as _ lize the new space. A new TV will and support your fellow students.
~rvice, and all profits were to go revenue, and de Kline can expand manager because of time con- be purchased but will not be on It will be a night of good food, and
to the convocation fund, in hopes as it has needed to do.
straints and inaccessibility due to constantly. Taylor hopes to have ente~inment,aridastheweeksgo
of impro'-ing the entertainment
lfforanyrea.s onproblemsarisc · moving off c~mpus, turning h~r features iike "Simpsons night," by, theevolutionof dei<line should
m:i campus.
_
· with de Kline being housed in the job over to Todd Hefner. Accord- and Jeff Huang, Assistant Dean of become complete.
The convenience storeI cafe was coffee shop, the old space is being ingto Taylor, what problems there Students, is planning to host
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Let us forget the motorcycle, exciting and at the same time still
that it can become a journal from.
witchcraft and sailing clubs for a has that [original] quality."
Bard, written mostly by Bard stumoment and openly aclmlt that
Bognar thinks that #working
dents and faculty, but read both
· · the poster ad- on this publication is, more e4ti- here and elsewhere."
vertising "the cational th~n taking any courseat
The editors plan to distribute
inimitable Bard. No insult to professors or
copies to libraries and universities
Gabor and courses, but no~hing compares to
in the Northeast. They have also
Zoltan show;, sitting there several nights in a
extended invitations to every prois the most in- row and just talking or deb~t"fng
fessor in the Social Science Division
triguing one things like what the au~hor really
to contribute to the Journal, bu tthey
around cam- means [i~ a certam.piece]."' .
have not received any articles from
pus. · What
Bard faculty, except for Ryszard
- ;
could this be
Dynami_c Duo
Frelek, who was a Fellow at the
about? Whq are these guys?
Levy Institute last year:.
- Gabor Bognar and · Zoltan
Both Bognar and Bruckner grew:
In upcoming issues, readers will
Bruckner are the chief editors of up in Hungaiy when it was -stili
find their interviews with two U.S.
tl!_e Bard Journal of Social Sdences. under the sway of conull:uili$t
State Department junior officials, •
Like the recently resuscitated Bard party rule. They seem to share a
Stephen Walker and Marshall
Sketchbook and the Bard Papers, the displeasure with people ·who
Harris, both of whom resigned iri
Journal succeeded last spring in consider inteiligent discoui-5:? a~disgust with the Clinton "
estaplishing a legacy on the cam- thing to' be manipulated to-be - ~
administration's p·olicy actions
pus; because it has attracted merely disphiyed In a superficiaf conreming Bosnia. The editors have
·
--- - ~ ·
enough interest from both stu- form. ·
corresponded with two other
dents and administrators to en- · Bru~~eri~a twenty-threeyear
resignees and have invited all of
sure that the idea bChind _the pe:.. oid seruor who has studied-En- them to speak at Bard this fall.
riodical will outlast the time its gUsh and .Germa? litef~~i;at
creators spend here.
the .Ut:Uversity of Budapest, ~nd
Future is now
The Journal is a ·free, monthly, has fulfilled a year's compufsory
nori-partisai_:t compilation of ar~ military serV-ice in the Hunganan~
What is the most difficult part
tides arid es5ays by Bardians. The Army. He first came to Bard on
in starting a publication? Bognar
eqitors seck article$ and essays the Partners In E~ucation (P.I.E.)
says, '"When you start out you ;:
that individuals think others program and stayed on thanks to
don't really see all the possibili~
should know about outside of the other schol~:uships.
_,
ties until you start to get responses '
classroom, or ideas that might not
Bognar is a twentj-year old
and you start really thinking about
otherwise be expreSsed a clear junior who first came to Bard with
what you might make of it. Then .
form. In addition, the editors seek - a grant from "the very genero·u s" the essenJiai vTsi~n -tilatiS\11~'"'--- ~--;ifher~~~g-- -r\0 editorial involve- you realize that there is more work
pieces on how the.social sciences Soros Foundation, and then !~ Journal today.
_ mentine~changeformoney,"says to be done than you cari do inyour ·
and the arts are connected, point- ceived additional funds from the_ i/Students· should I<n9.w more Bognar, and while the Journal lifetime."
·
ing to the work of Eastern Euro- college to study economics. -- . about each "other -than-what 15". would like advertisers, "we don't
In their case, B-ruckner adds, "we
pean artists as examples of how . TheoriginafideafortheJournal shared over dimter," S.i:lYS- want to
BevWayadvertising als6 had to .overcome the point
art and scic.iety are mixed. The came from a -student ·who no· Bruckner, ''because nobody-really here."'
-- where it just looks Ilke a self-adJournal welcomes book reviews, longer attend;Bard, David Sloan. talks with the others ~bout what
"We think that it is still the con- vertising campaign ... and con- too. ·
His _idea, according-to the current theydomostof.theidime-atBard.~ tent iliat.matters with the Jour- vil.lCe everyone that the Jourrial is
Several students have e~pressed ooitors, was to create a school sO most of the papers are·w;ritten nal~"~ says Bruckner. ,-,As for the it5elf .something that is good for
interest in assembling issues as newspaper to rival or surj:>ass:the forprotessorsandread-bJprofeS-" future -of the Journal, we don't everyone and to be read and
well, and the editors are always Observer in quality. Bognar and sors, and most serlo_us ideas are n~essarily want to keep it as a worked with, and thatitisnotjusf
looking for more people because, Bruckner instead transformed the not disrusied ... I thl~k t~~!_is a.-i~-~pus publication only. By us, Gabor and I."
, · says Bognar, you never _h ave idea into making a fOI}l-~f~r ~ej:l~ very important media function. bringing in outside contributors · The first" "inimitabl. ~'' issue of
enough bright
·~
ous - stu- Th£litbgjp~ stlfupconverScitiori -al).d by Increasing the number of the Journal this fall should appear
pe()ple around." ·aent dis:' _<;>~)ssues t~~t r~allj" in~resfs~-:_~-- -~opTes-thafwe pufout,'we think in two to three weeks. ,
V'
-c-~ssiori- -oT dents."
, "Th.e · good
11
Working on this
·····~~·~·····~···~·················~'thing about the
~ is~ues_ \hiit
•
transcend
··une
in
the
sand"
,~
•
. -0
Journal," says publication_.is m _
9 re .
Bruckner, "is that
educational th~n
it is no~ _ just a
taking any course
.writer sends a
and -to- pnliketh~ObserveyJ_~d~OO!!_th~-;-~ ----- ~.,. . . ; __ . . Series of Four Lectures by
:
submission to it
- at Ba-r d .....:getherthey Sketchbook, the Journal lacks an of- •
and then we de~,SUbl]litt~_d_ ficeil}_Jhe~~~em~n_tqf':[~-~~~l?~l!ry :
cide what to_do
"~f~q9~f~_ and reliable access to a computer. •
·
•
"" the Student
Publications_is doing us a fa- · •
with it, but it is
Begins with...
•
more like that people submit Convocation Fund last septem~ vor,"SaysBrucknerofthedepart - :
Earl~
~ something, and then Gabor and I ber.and received money to
ment. "[Director] Ginger Shore •
•
and the other editors start"work- duce twoinitial issu~s. 'I)leyalso offered to redesign the cover [of :
ingonthepaperswiththeauthor s received fina:t:tdal help -from:the the upcoming speCial issue: "War •
•
... making our suggestions on college's Publications Depart- intheBalkans'i],forwhichweare :
how it can be improved and be ment. Thus, Bruckner_ancl Bognar thankful ... But this is it. It -is
•
Presented by the Bard L&L Department __ ~
put in a form that is interesting, can be credited with de'!'e~oping student publication."
~ _4t • ~ • •--~ ~ • • • • • • ~ _• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -. • • •

or
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11

The EJusaveness
•
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· On August 30, Bard students like the Santa Teparticipated in the yearly ritual C?f rest~1urarit, Studen(
Financial Clearance Day. They all Life will capture the
- visited famil- feef ot Bard u_sing
iar college in- photos w~t~little to ··
stitutions in -no -tr-a ditional d(!-__
Olin scriptive writing.
the
Bu i 1ding, Kereszi calls it
as "showing, not telisuch
}Voods ·Food ing" what Bard is
- -·
Service, Secu- ~bout.
#r have admitrity and,_ of
- course, Stu- tedly the least excitdent Accounts: Some, however, ing section/' -says
ventured into a room assigned to Stacie Turner :ena le~s well-known organization. thusiastically. Hers
- tentatively
In. a scene more remmiscent of is
hlgh school than what returning entitled People~-and ·Bardiansareusedtofi ndinghere, will inClude the apthe Bard Annmil was ta~ng pic- proximately- onetures for this year's official hundred photos of
refur~ng students
Sketchbook.
Despite appearances, though, taken on Financial
thisisnotyourhighsc hool'syear- Clearance Day. Acbook. Mjchelle Dunn, the head of cording to Turner,
the Bard Anl)ual group, explains an equal number ofthat, this year, the book will have first-year students
a much different look, ~'pretty had their pictures
m4ch stepping _away from an taken at the begin,(Annual~ __fo_rmat." Instead, the ning of the · Lan~ticipated Sketchbook will simply guageand Thi:tlking
contain "what we do at_ Bard." workshop. Leiter ip.
Last year's format, in which the · the year, all the stuSketchbook staff wrote a descrip- dents will receive a
tion of each of the school's divi- mailing asking if
sions, will change. This time, the they wish to have their picture
blood, sweat and tears of Bard taken for the Annual. If there is
students will be onqg;playin ex- enoughresponse,says Turner,the
_ photographer present on August
cerpts from their clas~work.
A range of materials from 30th will return; otherwise not.
Freshman Seminar papers to Se- Seniors will have the special opnior Projects, music scores ~o lab portunity to submit anything that
reportS, fiction stories to movie they feel descnbes them. Submisstills and· play scripts to' foreign ~ions can be pictures, se•r-norlanguage translations·:wil_l all be
considered for inclusion. . St_aff
member Kelly Messerle sees the
AcademiCs section as an "effort to
broaden people's horizons." ·s he
.. hopes it will give an attractive
picture of ·the level of Bard academics to alumni and prospective stud~nts, but perhaps more
importantly it will show students
her some_interesting work going
. on in other divisions that they
not know about. Dunri
agrees, saying, uThere's so much
th~t happens here that you completely miss."
The Student Life section, orga·
nized ~y Lisa Kereszi, wi!l be a
collage of photos and captions
represerttirig "what it's like to goto Bard';'' Including both campus
scpnes an(f off-campus hangouts
/.I'

may

and so far none- had followed
through.
T u r n e r - Along with other students comthrough ·cam- mittecf to her idea~_I?unn worked
pus Mail for - through the springand summer of
possible inclu- 1992 to organize and prePare-for
sion in the productionofa 1992-93Annual.As
the actt.ial writing of the Sketchbook
Sketchbook.
Dunn was began in the fall, the Annual staff
the driving ·approached ualmos_!_everyadminforce behind istrator" to ask for help with prothe creation duction costs. Dunn praised the
and pro due- members of the Sketchbookorgani~
tion of what zationforworkingver yhardonthe
became the projeetdespitedoubts thatitwould
first Bard An- ever become a reality. The staff also
since canvassed for advertisements _to
nual
1951. She re- help offset production costs.
The Sketchbook came out last·
latesthatwhen
she arrived at spring, and though '1x>ok sales
Bard for her were not what we had hoped,"
first year, the Dunn believes that Bard students
lack of an An- will develop more enthusiasm for
nual surprised the annual as it becomes more fa-her. She found miliar to them. Dunn also received
both students valuable responses from the Bard
and adminis- communitY that led in part to the
tration sup- new look for this year's Skefchboo~e·
ported begin- included "tapping into" the activining one, es- ties at Bar9 through photographs
pecially Dean and images rather than simply
of Students writingaboutthem.
W_!!.ere~e Wi~gs ~re
This year's staffis organized in a
Shelley Morgan, although . very loose hierarchy. Qunn gives
there were the.section editors significant auAccording to tonomy iri developing their owri
reservations.
some
rayon,anytr<Pts,squiggleswithc
thing." The section will include Dunn, one group, after obtaining areas of the Sketchbook, and they in
much · inore than . these "riu~g funds from the college for a year- turn emphasize that the rest of the
shots," however. Turner is also book, "made 9,000 pink vinyl Annual staff has very few conaccepting photographs to make covers and then never made an- straints. The idea is to "give someup a "candid photo" display of· other deadline." Morgan told thingofBardbacktoBard:' as Dunn
Bardiims. In addition, she plans a Dunn that Stl,ldents interested in attests. "Hopefully, this is somesection for short biographies of starting ~n Annual had ap- thing that will stay. The int~is
- ·
-.l''in~erestingpeople." Anyone can proached her almost every year, there."

Sasha & Ephen
are the
Student Representat ives to

the Board ofTmstees
for the '93 - '94 school year
•••••••••••• •••••••

ELECTION RESULTS:
Sasha Gorman ... 142
Ept:aen Glenn Colter••• 101
Josh Ledwell •.• 87
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Dead Goat Notes
Write your own friggin' disclaimer here: Bean Counting Employment Machlneht.
And even if you do, there's a pr~tty good
chance that in 1996 President Rush LimRight now, many of us are wondering baugh will fire you and ha~g up a big
about life after Bard.
sign on the White House that says "No
Wait, that's a generali~tion. I really Wonks Need Apply."
'
don't know what other people are woiiThe answer here is creativity, folks.
dering about. For all I know they could be Government service, with all of its perks
wondering about silly things like life af- like pensio~, health benefits, corruption
ter death. Let me start again.
and stealing, is just a bit too unreliable.
Manyofmehave beenwondering about But you c~ still apply your savvy for
life after Bard. I've seen the Chevy Chase political studies, combined with a love of
show, and believe me, our future looks a travel and a desire to meet new, exotic
whole lot dimmer now.
· people. Become !l mercenary. The back
-- -Functional skiJ)s have never been the pages in the Political Studies Quarterly are
mainstay of a Bard liberal arts education. a bit short in want ads, but the ones in
Where do you think that hisSoldier of Fortune never are.
tory degree will get you? You
'){'4~
.7
Political Studies Quarterly has
thinkthatmaybe you'llopen_a
$ .
"'
ads for pamphlets like
history store and sell bits of
[·::- .- ""'- . "Post-ColdWarEconomyin
history?
· // '\'.~ · ~ '·1
Former Uzbeckistan." Sol"Good morning. Can I have -·
.
,
~
\\
_,!.. ;· . '· ' dier ot' Fortune has ads for

1/- :-'. : .·.

t~~~~n~s~~~~Z?~~ady.

)

~:. ~-· . ,

. ·,_ - ·. _~·
" /; :·:·:: · :· {· \ ·. .\.

~':a~~~~pfc~\~=~~

Next!"
onlylegalinfourstates!Best
''I want two pounds of his-·
,,~_....,w, :o.l of all, Soldier of Fortune
tory." ·
comes out eve.,ry month! "Imported or domestic?"
Visit exciting places like
Note that the word "hisAngola,
Kampuchea
tory" can easily be replaced
(Former
Cambodia),
with "philosophy," "literaFormer Yugoslavia and the
ture," "religion," "art history," .
Fot:mer USSR. Fly on excit"MPZ," and even ''Math." In
ing Former Airlines and use
fact, I saw a former literature major in -weapons made in Former Prison Camps
New York with a sign that said "Will read by former Rebels. Remember, always
for food:' I felt so bad, Jgave her sand- insist on payment in har~ currency or
wich in exchange for a dramatic render- gold. Former dinars and rubles aren't
ing of Finnegan's Wake. Her voice worth a former damn. Best of all, if you
wobbled at about page 300, so I only gave establish a successful government in any
her half.
of the cou~tries, you can get a job as a
Some think that graduate school is the wonkthere.Due topartypurging ,there's
answer.Heck,i fyoucan'tgetajo bwitha alwaysplentyof roomforadvanc ement.
BA, you might get a job with an MA or a
Where do you religion majors think
Phd. It's the same logic that compels you're going? Heaven? Not on a
someonewhoca n'tunscrewabo ltwitha preacher's salary. Our poor college
screwdriver to get a bigger screwdriver. chaplain has to run a church on the side
True, 80% of all Bard grads go to grad just to make ends meet. But make no
school, but 80% of them would prefer mistake, there's big money it} theology if
training pit bulls in a cat costume after ·youknowwhere tolookforit.Few people
one semester. My friend, who became a'' know this, but Jimmy Swagga!'t was a
teacher's assistant in math at the New Bard graduate. If you start your ow~ cult
Mexico State University, put it this way, you'll rake in the dough. But pay your
"Despite being able to solve difficult firearm registration fees and learn from
theoretical math concepts, your societal David Koresh's example of what' hapstatl!~!~consideredlowerthansubstitute penswhenyoud on'tgivetoCaes arwhat
teacher in high school by people who is Caesar's.
don'tknowalgebra."Thisofcourselead~
If you're not getting a degree for the
to many grad school drop-outs entering money, and are one of those saps who
the field of substitute teaching.
really cares- about pursuit of wisdom; I
Take a relatively well-respected major only have one good career move for you:
like Political Studies. Sure, you've put in Go to pris~>n. You can catch up ori you're
your time with 4 years of classes with reading as long as you can keep Bubba
Professors Chace and Batuah. Your Se- _from taking you to the cell-block prom.
nior Project on the Post-Cold War Remel'!'ber Malcolm X? When he was in
Economy of Former Uzbeckistan was true the hoosegow he spent his time reading
brilliance. But when you show up at the Herodotus and Homer. Heck~ it was
State Department personnel office. with practically FreshmanSeminar.I wouldn't
your new ·suit and shiny resume, you besurprisedifO l'Mr.Tewksbur ygotthe
might 'i;tot make it through Bill Clinton's idea for Freshman Seminar in the klink.
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have gone out and dominated the world
whether the world likes it or not, they
cannot now say that's not where it's at."
Nadine Seefeldt's best friend is Minh.
_"You have to be separate before you can ~ ·
"Come in," says Minh. .
be different before you can becollle_
join,
dressed
is
Minh
door.
the
She opens
many of
bla~, as usual, and is practicing her sus- . the same," says Nadine. "And
in our
elusive
are
traditions
cultural
'these
·
taining riwal.
societies."
maSs
Nadine.
asks
watch?"
I
- "Can
''I really dislike lt when White People
"Sure, I have almos·t compieted. "
Minh kneels again.and lights_ a fourth say, 'It'snot me who enslaved you, it was
candle under a poster of Virginia Woolf. my great-grand father.' I mean, they draw
She then opens to a page number (indi- from that culture."
''Well," says Nadine, "time for another
cated to her from the rolling of two dice) in
at Kline." ·
meal
''Indigo
th~ Letters of Virginia Woolf. The
insist that vegetarian s want to
·"People
syst~m.
und
urround-so
s
her_
on
Girls" play
Minh writes the found sentence on a slip of eat food that looks like meat without the
light blue paper with her scented-ink pen meat. I hate hot dogs. I don't want to eat
and then places the slip in a thin vase next something that looks like a hot dog, no
to the candle. She rotates her head, mur- matter how many chick-peas are stuffed in
it. And no tofu burgers, either." . .
murs something , and then stands up.
"But it's full of protein," chides Nadi~e.
1
in
how
Nadine speaks: "I remember
11
1 have enough protein to last me well
Fres~man year ·y ou'wmild dress in black
and go to the grave'of}o hn Bard every day into my reincarnati on in my next life."
Nadine walks to the other rack to pick up
and place a single red rose by his tombtray.
her
..
stop?"
you
did
stone. Why
A young man~ reaches for it also.
"I discovered how in life he was-a stockThey bOth pull it, back and forth. 'fl!_ey
broker," says Mi~h.
their heads, and thefr eyes meet. Fate
rai~.
.
Minh."
_"I love you,
"Me, too. I mean, well, you know what I has brought them here. He, tall, thin,
sweaty, with wire-rimm ed glasses .and
·
· .
mean."
large ears. She, the woman that is Nadine . .
asks
now?"
"Are you going to dinner
·''Excuse me," the young man says. •
·
Nadine.
Nadine has never seen him before. She
''Yes," says Minh, picking up th~ scatto lie down in his lap and have him
wants
tered lettuce.
feedgrapes toher, withhisdre amy, vagtiely
·The two stroll towa~d Kline.
"America is exhausted, " says Minh.''And anorexic face looking do~n at her. Then he
I'm not just saying that to be cool. Every- could lick the scattered drops of grape
.
.
thing is commercia l. Everything 's up for juice from her stomach.
appetite.
her
She loses
· sale. Even intelligence ."
''I thought you liked their crispy fish,"
''Success is everything ," says Nadine.
"It's what I want. What we all want. That's says Minh, sitting down at the table~ soon
·after Nadine's Encounter.
we live for now."
swim?"
fish
crispy
seen
ever
you
"Have
cula
hasn't
"America's problem is it
.
. '
ture," says Minh: . "What is McDqn~d's? says Nadine.
"What'sthe matter,frie nd?Youloo kill."
There is no culture to draw upon."
in love," says Nadine.
think 1
''I
''It's
Nadine.
"Culture is important, " says
''That will do it."
too difficult to form an individual persona.·
"What is love, Minh?"
It's easier to draw upon a set of attitudes to
"Phe~ylethylamine~''
define ourselves. We are all on quests for
says Nadine.
I'm
"What?"
'Oh,
it:
of
fun
make
We
identity.
"Anatura1a mphetamin e.Someliow ,1Hs-··
searching for myself.' But we really are."
"I draw upon being ~2oth Dutch ~nd Chi- okay for Americans to blame depression
n.ese," ~ysMinh. "That's a bigpartofw ho on a chemical imbaJance, but love, love
I am. Perhaps i(s because I've been there. must be something supernatur al, right?
But I am an American.!. am that drive for Americans are stupid. Love rs a chemical
detraction. " . '
success."
,..I though.t you just said you are an
"America is a really great idea," · says
Nadine. 11In thoory, it's ·wonderful . Of American, with the drive for success and
- course, the founding fathers were all White all that."
"When it comes· to the idiotic parts, I
Men. I should know, having lived in Washington with all thqse statuesque figures all consider myself Dutch and Chinese in·
·
my life." · ·
stead of silly American. These fish nuggets
very .whfte," sa}rs Minh, are tasty. Try some."
, "Americ_a
"I have to know whether he feels the
"meaning West European, of course. I un-'
:·
way I do about me as I do about him.''
same
movement
derstand the Mi11ority Power
only help you if you eat someirritates
will
It
.
movement
Big
only
the
.That's
some people. And the In-Your-Face atti- tning," says · Minh. "Have some celery·
be annoying~ but I understand the soup.~'
-· tude
''Yes, Minh. Tha~k you."
underlying need. Every race needs its day
- - ~continued next ~k
in the sun. Just because the White People

Fiction by Sean O'Neill

in .

by Shawn Milburn
My grandfathe r is eighty-thre e years old and a strong believer that reliiion is at
the core of this world's tendency towa.!ds bloodshed. When he looks with his
learned eyes at the Middle East, he_does not see men at odds for power or wealth.
In his mind, the quest that places Jews and Arabs at opposing ends of a horrorstricken history lies in their differing religious world views. It is curious to me that
someone that I associate in the same aged realm of Reagan chooses not to view the
region's population as a mass of less-than-a verage people in the way of "our'' oil
reserves. I have chosen for this brief editorial to examine my grandfathe r's point of
·
vievv.
Terry Anderson was held captive by Arab fundament alists as a political hostage
for approvima tely seven years. During the beginning months of captivity, Mr.
Anderson was joined in his cell by a priest named Lawrence Jenco. This grey-haired
priest proceeded to hear Anderson' s confession, an emotional ceremony that left
Anderson with a very powerful' feeling that, as a Catholic, he would survive his
torment. Terry Anderson's sacrament o£ reconciliation transforme d his formerly
agnostic self into .a reader of the modern Bible, one of which was given to him in his
cell. At the end of seven years, Anderson had mernori4ed several psalms and
attempted prayer several times a day.Asa prisoner of a groupoflsl amic fundamentalists, who were in conflict with the Jewish state, an American Catholic was born.
Palestinian supporters believe that Israel lies on their home. Israel believes that the
PLO exists to rob them of what is rightfully theirs. How can the United States, which
is itself only 217 years old, possibly regard with belittlemen t a region existing for
thousands of years? Do we pretend to understand why there are hundreds of
thousands of people that are willing to die for their belief that religion and faith are
at the core of human existence? How dare w~ feel obliged to look with pity at people
whose accumulate d knowledge of history and tradition far surpasses that which
U.S. thinkers have only written, _l~t alone allowed to filter into our own·weakling
·
.
·
culture.

on

a

. T~e I~ternational .Relations C!ub is ded.icate~ to evploring and understanding the
mtncaczes of global dtplomacy.It zs our goal m thtS weekly column to spark interest as well
as to inform readers of what is happening on the international scene. If you are interested in
becoming an active member, or are simply interested, feel free tQ contact Malia Du Mont via
- ·
campus m.ail.
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From Identity to Performance and Back Again"

I. Essentialism v. social construction of racial
and ethnic identities
2. Hyphenated- Americans v. Diaspora studies as
the focus of a·multicultural curriculum
3. The link b~twetn multiculturalism and broader
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It is men such as Anderson that can allow us to realize, when ~een in this context,
that the region is in conflict amidst" a world controlled by nation still awaiting
maturation . Anderson plays the part of the culturally undevelop ed American in a
setting saturated with cultural maturity. My grandfathe r is correct in his realization
that religion infleunces action in the Middle East. It is a religion within a culture that
political and diplomatic America cannot caricature without losing all ·hope of
comprehen sion. We must realize o.u r own inevperien ce before truly aiding the
peace.
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Take a ,walk these days through
-the halls of what was formerly the
Edith C. Blum Art Institute, and
you'll notice a
bustle of ac- ·
tivity and the
scent of fresh
paint.
To
the professors and students of ~he
Music Departmen-t, ii:'is
a w~lcome indication of change
- and -a refreshing switch-from the
ste11ch of backed-up sewage.
The ·Blum building
the
.- qepartment's new home ~nd, imbued with state-of-the-art soundproofing, studio I offices, seven
prac.tice rooms and a 100-seat
.col).cert hall, it is a very comfortable home indeed. Professor
Frederick Hammond, Chairpersottof the Music Department, sees
., . the move as "very exciting [and]
totally positive."
·
. _It is easy to see how Hammond
can be so enthusiastic when one
takes a look at the department's
old location at Annandale House,
a small~ dingy ~tructure.across the
road from Kline Commons,
where, according to Hammond,
"the sewage bac\<ed up twice, and,
on· damp days, the smell permeat~ the wole building." Compared to that, the new building
- seems like a paradise, even though
it may a bit of a hike to get to Blum

is

served

for a class alter lunch.
that, in past years; ."stuIn the · future, Professor denls' -_biggest concern was ·.
Hammond hopes that the facllity whether or not [they had) a piano
will draw 11more and better music to play on and whether or not that
students to Bard." In the mean- piano was 40 or 50 years old."
time, howev~r-~- the M:tisic Chri.s Smith, another stu_dent,
Departinent's move .will ex~end perceived thatthenewfacilitywill
benefits far beyond the immooi- - offer both students and faculty
ate circle of the departrrie.nf: - "more space to work in." This is
Annandale House Will be used as exactly what Hammond also sees
studio space for art majors, thus as being one of the main ad vaneliminating the difficulty that the tages of the improved resources.
Art Department has had in past .Said Hammond, "Wehayeafirstyeats of trying to accomodate its' r~tefacultyhere,andthisWillgive
students.
them the chance to function, to
Studentsinvolved with the Mu- teach, to coach. [It will enable us
sic Department echo Hammonds' to] turn them looseandallowthem
Left. the entrance to the Edith C. Blum Gane·ry; right. a glimpse of the inside of
Blum and its new Music: Department Bulletin Boardnc.
sentiments. Brian Patterson
ob- to do their best."
-V*
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Alumnit dance concert preview
_ This Saturday, September 17th, at
- 8:00 p.m. the Bard Drama/Dance
· Department launches the fall 1993
·
semester with
the Alumni
Dance C.on-

the makings of impervious annor. werk has been presented at the Knit- her Senior Project, she has gone on to
Take a gander at these promising _ting Factory, Ceres Gallery, The create the lightingdesign fora variety
bios::.
- ·
· - · ~l)o\VritoWn Dance Festival and the of original productions and perfor~
·
~._
.~ _ . Greenwi:ch Music House.
mancepieces, including works at the
Arthur Aviles-ill. 1?87, the year
SOho Repertory Theater and the
. following his graduation, AViles
Kaitlyn Granada-Graduating Public Theater Fringe Festival. Curcert.Sixfonner dancedwithBillT.Jones/ArtieZan e with honors in 1985, Ms. Granada rently, she is the Technical Director at
Bard s~dents and Company. For his-work during went on to petform with many inde- The Kitchen in New York Oty.
will team up the 1988-89 season at the Joyce The-- pendent choreographerS in both
with their pro- -atre, he received a Bessie (New York Pennsylvania and New York,includ- · Rob ·Kistos-After receiving his
fessionaldance State Dance and Performance ingtheSouthStreetDaneeCompan y Bachelors-in 1990,Mr.KistOswentto ·
; collE!agues to Award). Most recently, he has cho- and Teny Beck Troupe. This fall be- Albany to work with the' Berkshire
_ .· bring
an ~phed a piece Commissioned gins her fourth season touring with Ballet and Ko-Motion Movement
evening of exploratory dance to the . by the Julliard Dance Ensemble.
Zero Moving Company.
· · Theater. Now in New York Oty, he
corrum.J!lity. Aside from pure ·and
·
·performs wi'th the Gi~ Gibney
unadulterated entertainment, the
Susan Christensen-In the years
_Susan Hamburger-While .at · Dance, Company Appels and Janis
s~w promiseS to bOlster the confi-:_ followinghergia~uationin1989,Ms. Bard,Ms.Hamburgerstructuredth e Brenner. Mr. Kistos is also the
dence of those Bard artists who can · Christensen has to~ throughout first Ughting Design Tutorial with drummer for a Brooklyn-based alforsce Jl!> brightet:_" future than star- the United States, fudia and Eastern the deparbnent's current designers temativebandcalled "The Hounds."
vationandpizzadelivery.Tobesure, Europe. Currently, she is a member · and dance prQfessors. The first to
the art world has ncy_er Coddled its of both Company Appels and the graduate from Bard with lighting
David Parker-Introduced · to
soldiers, but a Bard degree could be LorellenGreenDanceCompany.Her Design as a fully recogilized part of Modern Dance by professors Reid
..- ~ ··4 -'<. ~ . . ·• ... ..... _... . .... ... ... . .-..:.: ... .~
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andPasloff,Mr. Parker has been choreographing hisown worksinceJ990,
usingrhythmasacatalystforemotion.
His pieces have been performed by
Dance Theater Workshop-Fresh
Tracks, Yale University, Connecticut
College and others. Mr. Parker has
recently completed a residency with
hisCompanyattheAmerican Dance
Festival.
· ·
In collaboration with dancers,
musicians and choreographers from
New York and the wqrld, these artistshavereturned totheiralmamater
to strut, to leap and to stretch their
stuff at' the Bard Theater. With pieces
titledthingslike"Salad Days," "Black
Jello" and "Intoxicating Calm/' the
evening pmmises'to be a festival of
sinew and sound in the true Bard
anti-tradition.
't]l

THE BARD OBSERVE

:~rofi~::. of
three lawsQits, the media-com- ·
mentary music experimentalist.
group known
as Negativ- ·
land have finally released
a new album.
If you have
been followingthewoesof
the group over
the past two
~ years, you can appreciate the irony
in)he title, Free. For those of you
who don't understand any of the
above, here's a' brief history of the
band's highs and woeS..
.Negativland started out in 1980
as a sid~projectfor a San Francisco
high-school senior, Mark Bosler,
and a few of his friends. He put ·
together a long stiing of found
59urlds, noi~s and samples from
the mediC!_ and managed to tum it
into a :rUnning aural commentary
onsuburhm life.. Heandhisfriends
self-released the album, creating a
unique cover for every single cassette (and, later, CD) of the album
thatwas5old. Sincethen,Negativ~· land hive~ taKen on several guises
and employed several other sound
hacks, including Chris Grigg, Don
· Joyce, RiChard Lyons,IanAllenand
David Wills, in various combinations. Usually, theconmfthegroup ·
couldbeidentifiedasH~sler,Joyce,

Wills and Lyo11~ Regardless, the
members li~ to be ·referred to as
Negativland, collectively, in terms
ofap.ything having to do with their

music:

.

The band went on to make more
~-

albums, usually concerned with the
SCH:alled hannonyofsuburbia and
~ middle-class life (especially the al_bum.A Big.l0-8 Plilce, which inchided a free bag of lawn clippings
in evety album). Their first ondel-ground success came with the
album· Escape from ·Noise, a farreachffig parody of the pop music
bizl as well as a venture into the
dangers of unruly noise. One cut
pn the_jilbum, 11Christianity is Stupid," became the touc~tone to a
large-scale medla prank that supposedly linked the band to the slaying of a midwest fundamentalist
family by their rebellious teenaged
son, David Brom. Themediaateup
the hoax, which was perpetrated
by Negativland, to prove~ point
about media manipulation.
Negativland'sfinalactioninregard

a

.Q!!U

which will go directly to SST to pay
off half the fees from the U2 case,
which Negativland agrees they
·owe. The SST case is still being
tried.
. So, now we have a new
Negativland album that has nothing to do with U2. But, even though
nothing about the situation is explicitlymentionedanywhereon the
album, you can feel how it has affected the group. The playful sense
of mischievousness from earlier albums like Escape from Noise is gone,
replaced by a dour and upsetting
sense of loss. Most of t})e cuts are
supported by ominous and downcast repetition of guitar chords or
keyboards. What lyrics there are
are mostly abo!Jt disappointment
and self-deception.
This isn't a bad thing· for
Negativland, since they've been
pointingoutthesideeffectsofgood
intentions since their first album.
The difference is that the themes
seem more personal than on other
albums. At least two songs,
#Cityman" and "Crumpled Fann,"
·' .-: Members of the group Negativland posing with their lawyer
seem to come more from personal
to the prank was the creation of lyrics, the unauthorized use of the with the bill stood fast. As the faxes pain than from a satire of cicy life
their most successful work to date t:une, and ordered that all existing flew, Negativland became more and automotiv:e comfort (in the
(in terlns of achieving their artistic copies of the album, and\ any tapes and more disillusioned with SST, former case) or seelusion and loss
goals),Helter Stupid, a commentary used in recording it, be destroyed. and finally sent them a letter in- (in the latter). In the song 'l'fruck
on the power media has in our Island won, demanding that SST forming them that they were leav- Stop Drip Drop," the speaker sings
lives, and the s_1,1pposed p(>wer buy back all the copies of U2 from ing, going back to self-production of loss of love and comfort, while
music has in teens' lives. It made thOse who bought them, and de- on their own Seeland label. Their tapes of CB radios echo in the dis-the media embarrassed and upset, stroy those waiting to be bought. next action was the release of a tance, discussing warfare and conbuttoNegativland,itwasgoodart. They also demanded that the de- }!rnited edition I1lagazine chroni .. trol of the airwaves by the governIf that . weren't enough; fendants repay their legal fees, in_ cling the whole shebang-faxes, ment. It's a well-aimed barb, but
Negativland went on to tum the exce:;sof$55,000.Inaddition,rights pressreleascsandall-entitled The there's more at work here than a
music scene on its ear with its 1990 to the single were handed over tO Letter U and the Numeral 2. poke at CB truckers. single; e~tltled ·U2. -At this p6int, Island. It should be noted that Island Negativland became the underdog
Negativland are also specialists
Negativlandhadsignedacontract acted separately from the group inthernusicbiz,andeveryoneloves at poking acrimonious fun at the
With the Indie label SST records, U2, and they did hassle Island an underdog.
lunatic fringe, and thisalbum'seuts
founded by foriner Black Flag gui- records not to press for pa}'lllent of
And then came thepiecederesis- are especially cutting. "Vie~ to the
tarist Greg Ginn. The single was a legal fees.
tance (or howeverit's spelled). SST Sun" utilizes a sample of a hometruly hilarious rendition of U2's
After the lawsuit was settled, sued Negativland for the publica- made letter-recording to satirize the
song, "I Still Haven't Found. What Ginn told Negativland that he ex- tionofthemagazine. Their reason? use of religion to those who are
I'm Looking For." An ironically- pected the group to pay for all the Negativland was making money lonely: 11Make some room/ for evvoiced David Wills int<med the damages SST incurred {fom the off of SST's own public domain eryone/and blind yourself /With a
lyrics (with running comlnentar)r) action; that includes all the costs, press releases (which means they view. to the sun." In another reliover a loop of people humming the both technical and legal, for both can be reprinted anywhere, so long gious parody, "lAm God," concenmelody, while in the background SST and Island Records. Ginn es- · astheyarenotchangedinanyway), trating this time on prodding the
one can hear an ~ut.:take of Casey timated that total to be. around and a copyofSST'sbumpersticker, extreme Christian right, a pantheist
Kasem swearing and wondering $90,000. Negativlandassumed that all of which were reprinted in the preaches the universality of loYc
who the hell U2 is e'This· is theyandSSTmightpayoffthefees magazine, without SST's pemlis- and comfort, while violent slogans
bullshit...these guys are from En- and damages 50/50. SST knew sion. SST knew Negativland had and threats from Jesus Freaks can
gland [sic] and who
a what they were doing when they no money to pay off Island, what ·be heard in the background.
shit?!").Thesinglewasreleasedonly agreed to release the single, they made them think theyd
some- Negativland has the last laugh, of
ten days before Island records sent reasoned, and as a result, they tried thing more from them?
·
course, ending the track with the
theirlawyersafterNegativlandand to make several counter-offers
ThankfullyforNegativland,they seeming voice of tool~ agnostic
SST. They sued fodhe appearance · along those lines.-· SST refused to have recently received pro bono reasonpronoundng:''Nomthedrul
of the title ''U2" on the rover of the even bargain with the group, and legal services, and some fans have or monastery; no don.1tions or 5()ct~ntin~uc·J C'n pllge 14
album, the unauthorized use of the their decision to sti~k Negativland . priv~tcly funded the production of
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. Reading Stephen Dobyn's new .
book, The Wrestler's Cruel Study,
one
is
strangely reminded of
those recent
beercommercials in which
seemingly ··
u n r e 1 ate d
things (such
as Wiener
dogs and drag racing) are juxtaposed a·gainst one another,
through the sheer power of the
beer Itself, to create a ·n ew andmoreentertainingspectacleforthe
viewer. :Dobyns' new bopk,
through its . outlandish use of
_forced -marriages between the
profound and the in~e, the serious ~~d the absurd and high and
low culture, stands as a remarkable and entertaining example of
what pne might term contemporacy post-modern fiction.
Thestoryitselfie volvesaround
professionai wrestier Michael

Marmaduke,oth erwiseknownas ·- seeiningly unrelated characters - thebackgroundo fthecentralnarMarduk the Magnificent, and his · unknowingly interact with one rative one finds the character research for . missing fiance, Rose another, growing steadily closer peatedly stepping forward and
White. Along the way, how- . to a fate which they will all share, engaging in soliloquy so as to adever, Michael must undergo all the while acting out modem dress the reader directly and entrial after trial, ranging from retellingsoffolk talessuchas"The gage in philosophical theorizing.
gang-warfare style encounters Fishennanandhi sWife" and '"The
Central to Dobyns' book is also
between rival Gnostic sects to Frog Prince." .
the notion of the confrontation of
doing battle with insane proOlgreafiiriporta ncetothestory the self and its "double" or
wrestlers who have -~~refused is :ryfichael's mentor, trainer and ''other." The story its~lf is one of
to give up their ·gimmick." Nietzschean -p hilosopher,
Ultimately, Michael's ·quest PrimusMuldoon.Muldoon
~il11ead him t<? question the defines-himself as a "direcve.r y-nalure by which he de.., _ tor"
or
one
who: Ho~ to_questio n
fines himself.
·
"trajn[~] ...in falsenood,
Alongsidethisce ntralstoryline that honorable word which
Dobyns weaves- sub-story after is the most distinguished
sub-story, using televisual narra- _of all the names we give to
tive method, oddly reminiscent truth."
·At
Pforta,
of the camera w~r~. u~ by Ri..,. - Muldo_on'stermfor~sgym
chard · Lmkfater in-fiis ·movie and also the name of the
Slacker.Followingthejourneyofa school Nietzsche attended
double-headed gold -cofn, one Is-- as-a ·youth, Muldoon trains
privy to the private fives of nu- "grapplers with the chimrera," or t}:le individual's maturation
merous citi"zens who inhabit the wrestler, in the process of mask- through repeated encounters with
city of the absurd wherein the making and self-creation known its
"other
self."
Such
ce".ntral story itself place. Follow- as ' the _Gimmick." Although Dostoevskyia n I Conradian/
ing the coin; one watches as these Muldoon remains lc~rgel/within· Jungian riotions ·a s these repeat-

· the _n ature of
self-def inition
by wrestlin g

1
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Steph en Kin~·s ~eedful Things
Those of you who were concemed about where multi-millio!laire Stephen King's next car
·· -~ payment was
coming from
will be relieved to find
that Needful
Things~et

another film
adaptation of
one _of his
bestselling
novels,-h as been released into theatres for your viewing pleasure.
·ofcourse,Steph enKingmovies
are nothing new. They've been
arourtdsincethe '70sandarelikely
-- to stay ~round for some time to

'

:-.,. . ·~... ·-~
·.- I

:·· {;1~l
{ _

Stephen King as he appeared at the
-~ - fr_f)~~,_ 9f his book Th~ Talis matt

coine. Lately, television ada ptations of. his novels ~uch as It-and
The -Tommyldwckers .have become
popular, and in the late '80s there ·
. wasevenanattem pttoturnCarrie
into a Broadwaym4sic al.Someof
the~ .films; such as The Shining
· and the aforementioned Carrie,
have gone on to become horror
Classics. Others such asMaximum
Overdrive and Cat's Eye have l>een
wiselyforgotten orblockedoutin
the minds ofthe few moviegoers
who were unfortunate enough to
see them in the first place.
This latest film, Needful Things,
directed by Fraser Heston, is cer- .
tainly not one of the worst King
films, but it is far from the best.
T!lestoryofamy~teriousoldman
(Max vo~ Sydow) who opens an
antique store in_the sleepy town
of Castle Rock, Mah1e, is more of
a blackcomedyth anahorrorfilm.
. The story revolves around von
Sydow's manipulations ·of the
poor simple townfol~. He magically comes up with items that
theymusthavea nd then has them
play vicious tricks on_each other
as payment.
A big ruckus naturally follows
as hell breaks loose in what was

'

edly find themselves personified
by characters such as Rose White
and her twin sister Violet White,
the identical detectives Brodsky
and Gepski,and ultimately within
Michael himself.
·
To summarize the central focus
of Dobyns' book is a difficult thing.
One might think of The Wrestler's
Cruel Study as Barthesian analysis
of the phenomena of professional
wrestling itself. Alternatively, one
might categorize the book as a
fictional discoursconNietzschean
philosophy. Or, yet again, one
might see the work as a psychological study of one's attempt to
define himself qr herself. All of
these depictions are; of course;
co~t in so far a~ they !70· For in
The Wrestler's Cruel Study, Dobyns
weaves all of these efemtmts, and
many-more: into-a strange brew
that is an exciting and enter-. taining roller coaster·ride into
the irreverent, the absurd, the
eerie·and, more than once, the
profound.
'
V'

.

·

"'

formally deemed a "nice place to . tacks on Syd~w for making him
grow and live." While certainly murder someone, this witty devil
not very scary, the film is_one of says"Don'tbla~eine,blameiton
the most unpleasant King films. the bossa no_va." This has got to be
The storylin~ features child sui_:- oneoftheworst linesofdialogu e
cide, two mentally ill women at- ever put on screen. One would .
tempting to stab ~ne another, a hope that" Satan would at least
priest and a Baptist minister at- have some better lines. tempting to kill each oth~r, a _ Other good actors are similarly
husband's murder of his innocent wasted. Ed Harris is fine as 'the
wife, a grotesque arthritis attack town's sheriff who eventually
and even the ·
·
· catcl)es on to_the
murder of a
... •••
evil
antique
beloved pet.
dealer's schemes,
Despite an
but he is forced to·
of this vio.
makea truly awful
lence, the
COme·d y
'~l~t'~ do~ the right
film fails to
.
thing" speech at
be at all
the end that leftthe
frightening.
11
audience saying
Perhaps the
' 0h God, No!
reason for
and wishing it
this is that the cause of all of this would end. Bonnie Bedelia is re~
hatred and violence is such a one duced to whining about her arnote character, even if he is the thritichandsand playingageneric
devil, as is often asserted in the nice . woman, atid Amanda
second half of the film. Although Plummer, who seemed to have
von Sydow is an excellent actor, broken out her habit of playing
this film is not worthy of his tal- retarded women with The Fisher
ents, as he is reduced to making King,takesabigs tepbacktowards
bad jokes that are supposed to "LA Law in this film.
show us how witty and evil he is.
While certainly not awful, this
For example, when one man at- movie leaves a lot to be desired.

Not having ~ad the book,· it is
difficult for me to e-v.aluate
whether this
ju~t :i"~t a very
interesting story or the filmmakers failed to do it justice: Whatever
the reason, Needful Things just goes
on and on. And after a while the
arim5ement of watchi~g ·priests
stab holes in people's tires wears
awfullythin. WcexpectmorefrO!f'.
Sa tan, and ft:om Steph7~ King.

is

more of

a b Iack .
than

a horror
f•llm.

1
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Satan, bt}t not the one in the movie

unknown" whether it reads "I ·
Stop,children, what's that sound?
fitnessed to Florida,. and all I got
on
.canvas
of
slap
·Tilat ominous
-- In Women's tennis,-their first was this lousy T-shirt," or the ever
. pol~hed wood, echoing throughmatch was no tea party, either. popular "Kiss me! Joel Tomson
out the cam.
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Sports Schedu le

S.O CCER MATCH
Thurs.~ Sept. 16, 4:00pm
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Dutchess County Fflirgrounds
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Sqccer
The

mens' soccer team played

I/ • -

(Men•s Costa
- .Rica Team)

Cross Country

Sat., Sept. 18th- at Quinnipiac Invitational 1:00pm
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on·the road to nowhere_
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by Matthew Apple
I met Monica Lehmann in July, when she fi~t arrived_at Bard for the HEOP summer program. Though the
~tent of my contact with her was a ride to the Rhinecliff train station, I knew that she was a fantastic dancer,
possibly headed fora career in dancing. When I talked to her last wceken~,she was bright and energetic as ever,
but I could see the tracks of tears on her cheeks, brought on from the hopeless feeling of being bedridden and
unable to move. When Monica returns to Bard, it will be with a wheelChair and a walker. She will have to learn
how to walk all over again and will have to cope with intense physical and mental Pain, living ~th t~~
·
knowledge that she may never again dance the way she once cou1d.
Why did this trag~y have to happen? Like Monica, I can't place all the blame on the driver of the car. Roads
around Bard are dangerous, and, though drivers do have the unswerving belief that Annandale Road is an
extension of the Taconic State Parkway, it is the very nature of the roads that creates so many accidents. The _
parked cars in front of the Chapel make driving, walking, bicycling or crawling past Kline extremely
dangerous. When walking up to North Campus, one must cross the road twice merely to see around the blind
curves. A few years ago Shelley Morgan urged students to walk behind Stevenson Gymnasium to r~achNorth
Campus. Of course, there weren't any lights there(and there still aren't). This left Bard with three choices: install
~ morelightswheretheyaredespera telyneeded,installsidewalkslikc norrnal,sanecollegeshave,ordon othing.
Bard has obviously chosen the cheapest non-solution: number three.
What will it take to force Bard's administration into action? Monica Lelunann was virtually crippled, but she
could have been paralyzed or even killed. Does someone have to be killed before Bard actually proves that it
"cares'' about the safety of its students? Or will it take an expensive lawsuit (or donation) to make Bard change
its tactics] Bard must have spent tons of money on all the "re-seeding" it did around campus---and that was
to prove that Bard is beautiful to the Olin Foundation, from which President Botstein is hoping to extort 25
million dollars for an "Olin Annex" for his precious J.!ttle orch~tra. Money does talk, doesn't it.
Since I have been at Bard, and probably since the beginning of time, students hav~~onstantly pe5ter-ed the
done asking Bard to put-in sidewalks. I demand that Bard pay for
administration to ·build sidewalkS.
sidewalks to be built. And I demand that Bard install lights behind the Gym, so studentscanfinallywalk behind
there without worrying about being assaulted at night. These things should have been done a l~:mg time ago,
if Bard really gave a ·d amn about its students. By doing absolutely nothing, the Bard administration has shown
exactly how heaVily theconcerns of Bard students weigh in its mi~d: not as h~avy as a checit~k.
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rolls on
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whichinSultedourintelligen~back tale-like story ''Happy the Harlicitations;no priest, rabbi, minister in grade school. It both lightens the monica." Whatlittlehtimorthereis
ormonk;nopassion,sermon,mass , impact of the cut and sharpens its ir1 it evajmrates long before the ten
minute song does. Ii'.~ interesting
·c ostume, candle, or hymn; no pic- focus.
However, _in sharp contrast to from'a technical standpoint, butit
nic,party,bandorbingo;noimage ,
benign, bereaved, or crucified; no these lighter cuts are two songs wears down an otherwise wellordained saint or confirmed which are pqsitively chilling. "We flowing album.
I should remind· you that
mirade;noliteraturebutonebOok , AreDrlven,"anothercreationabou t
drunk driving employing that old _ Negativland isalwaysanacquired
and no God but Allah."
If organized re~igion -·is Datsun tagline, features a taped taste. That being said, understand
Negativland's favorite target, guns admissionandc'!_utionary tale from that this album is as go-Od an intromust be their second favorite. So, _ an ex-drunk driver, with appro- ductionasanyother,and it's a little
why not combine them? Possibly priate sound bites and music. In easier on the patien_ce than their
the most successful cut on the al- the middle of the song, a near tan- earlier works. In keeping with the
bum,"'IbeGunandtheBibie"doe s truin about the worthlessness of group'simblicdomainideasabou t
everything it sets out to do sue- feelings("painisjustaword/ange r ownership of_!nusic, E:ree is not
cinctly and with a strong shot of is just a word") helps the listener copylighted. Thismeansyoucould
humor. The album is indeed full of identify with the hopeless attitude get a dub of the album from
humor, despite the sour tinge. In of the chronic drunk. The tune someone,sendanoteaboutittoth e
fact, Negativland sound like their ends with a childish cry which re- - band, and they'll give· you their
old, playful selves, if just a tad more minds us who the real victim is. But blessing. However, I strongly urge
grim, on cuts like #Freedom's -f armoreaffectingthanthatis"The you to buy the albu-m and give
'Waiting,u ' 10urNationalAnthem" Bottom Une," a song .I still find _these folks some mol!_cy. It'll be a ·
and "Pip Digs Pep." The latter is a chilling and sinister even after longtimebeforetheyseeanyprofi t
near-whispered tale of drW1k twelve plays. I will not tell you from the album, and it's only ten
driving which would_be simply what the song concerns, butit'sthe dollarsforaCD.Hyou'reinterested
informative if it weren't for the most difficult difficult-listening I in ordering a copy, send your adclever touch of interspersing a talk have ever heard, outdoing any at- dresstoNegativmailorderJand, 109
ontrafficsafetygearedtowardkids . tempt to shock or disturb by any Minna #391, San Francisco, CA
Hearing Mike Wallace talk about -two-bit G. G. Allin in recent 94105.
kidswhotakechanc::esaroundbus y · memory.
Negativland: Free. Produced by
Nobody does Existentialist disilstreets (''Hey, garig, have you ever
considered this: You might be a lusionment like Negativland, and Negativland, No Copyright 1993,
'durlk'!") brings us back to all those Free_is a real success. The only Owned in Perpetuity by Negativland.
stupid, patronizing safety films problem area is the pointless fairycontinued from pagt 11

plain me!"' ~
-continued from front page
c -·use fractals to create
On another level, the example of
_vivid · computer im·
influenced by our senses or the
ages of mountains. or the Mandelbrot set shows how
natural world. Mandelbrotargued
oceans, resulting in simple formulas can lead to infithat "while proofs are iri concep- beautiful man~made nitely complex solutions. Accordtuallanguage, the eye is the proper
- mathematical land- ing to Euclid, simple formulas lead "¥.--<:,
tool to find these truths."
scapes. Music is also to simple shapes. In fractal geomTrue to his !'Vord, Mandelbrot's
essentially fractal in its etry, that disti~ctim\ is reversed: a
lecture was accompanied by slides
construction. basicequatioriresultsinamassively
presenting the astonishingly
-Mandelbrot even 'de- convoluted object. For Mande\brot,
beautiful representations of fractal
-scribed a computer~ the entire purpose of science is to
geometry created withcot:nputers.
created song which re- find these simple formulas that lurk ,
The intellectual tyranny of Plato
ceived . t~e "compli- beneaththecomplexitiesofnature. prompted mathematics to divorce
ment'' that it was "not "Nature can be reduced tq simple
itself from physic~; where the
noise, but bad music." Ia ws,'' claims Mandelbr'ot, and
la(ter tried to answer problems in
Modemartistsfu~ther fractal geometry strengthens the
the tangible world, lhe form~r
reveal an understand- hope that those laws ar~ _ indeed
'had no interest in reality what-_
--_ing of nature's fractal available for discovery.
soever.'; ThegeniusofMandelbrot
1
'Mathem.aticsisa struggle," con·quality, creating" art
was his insight to take the math.; .
Mandelbrot. '1 was not ineluded
which reflects the inematical concept of fractals and
venting but discovering." lndeoo,
-::..-: tricate and chaotic
• -..i
realize its profundity in the na tut:al
-- thecubeortrlanglearerarclyfound interested in Julia sets. When qualities of nature. However, the ' Mandelbrot has used his mind in
world.
in nature. Yet fractal topology can Mandelqrotwasastudent,his:uncle , most important use of fractal ge- conjunction with his eyes to unNature is Fractal
be found in mountaU:ts, DNA, gal- suggest~ he try to do somet:I:Ung ometry is its implic;ations for the ravel thevisualmysteriesthatcomputer technology could uniquely
'
axicsandcssentiallyeverythingelse , withJuliasetsforhisthesis.Itwasn't physical sciences.
In one sense, thehnplementation reveal. What· he found involved
~~ractalsareshapesthatarevcry, in nature. Mandelbrot said that untilthirtyyearslater, with thedraobvi- maticassistanceofcomputcrs, that of computers reaffinns the impor- somethingmorethanmathematics
very irregular and thecomputer is while this correlation
the principle tool to view them," ous to us today, twenty-five years - Mandelbrot was able to discover tance of vi!?ual observation for the and morethanart,itwasthemiracle
explained Mandclbiot. As Bloch agoitwasmetwithdistrustoreven moreaboutthesethingsthat"could scientist and mathematician. uwe of human discovery. Ironically - never be ~dcrstood witll.o.fl)y pa- must use the eye as a tool for mat- enough, when Mandelbrotcame to .
helped to explain in his pre-lcctur~ hostility.
tersofconjccturc," said Mandelbrot.· show his achievements to his uncle
-·- per and pencil." ·
fractals are objects which are so
Mandelb~t's discovery was to 1'1 have a feeling for what the eye thirty years later, that uncle said,
Islands and Confinents
"wild" that they cannot be_ex-- ----------- --- - -' : o--represent graphically the 5et- of~ll cantellus.Pkturessaytome, 'Here uwell, I'm sorry. That is not what
_
pressed in whole number d¥ncnof fractal ge- complex numbers in the Julia set is an interesting phenomena; ex- I was hoping you would do." iJ'
understanding
Our
sioris. For example, a geornctrical
lineexistsinonedimension while a ometry and its similarities in the _ equation that did not extend into
cube exists in three. However, a natural world would not be pos- infinitytoseewherethesenumbers
fractal (such as the dcceptl vely sible without the capabilities of Stayputorgoofftoinfinity," ashe
to ,_ put it. The ce1e~rated. Mandelbrot _
simple Koch curve) can be proven computers, · according
- set th~refore includes all possible
to exist in something like 1.26186 Mandelbrot.
·
dimensions. ' Mandelbrot described how in Julia se~. On a computer screen, it
Fractal objects can also exhibit 1917, two French mathematicians }san~egantandsprawlingdiagram
the property of self-similarity:That (Farou and Julia) completely ex~ with delicate curving tendrils and
means if you take a piece of an hausted the mathematical tools pf lnsect-like -~hadows. Mandelbrot
)bject and magnify it, that piece their time to investigate the itera- described his cOnsummate discov- ooks IiJ<.e the-original object from tion of complex numbers. They ery in terffis of "islands and contiNhich it came. Mandelbrot and could go no further than written nents.'' The Mandelbrot set also
Bloch used the analogy of cauli- formulas in their analysis of the exhi}?itsinfinitecomplexit}rand a)1owcr to demonstrate self-similar- graphs of so-calle_9. "imaginary'' ino~ttotal self-similarity; the closer
ty. When magnified, a piece of numbers repeatedly placed into a the analysis, the more the ¥l11~ ·
~uliflower is virtually indistin- simple formula. The CQ_!lclusiollS patt~msappear and submerge into
. . _ - ·
~ishable from a full head of cauli- t~yarrivedatseparatclyinvolvcd i~nity.
·
"There is a shimmering power to, lower.
concepts called. Julia sets~ where the
0
~_:_. ~ t~ese pictures," commented .
the physical'
- - ~ - " - ~ Mandelbrot. 'These vibrant,
.vorld, self-simiarity Cat1 only ex..• have a feeling for what artisticshapcsarepuremathematics." The various colors
end to a finite
toint where the 't e eye can tell us. PICt~Jres in a Manticlprot diagram: reThe Baid Observer is published every Wednesday while class is in session.
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SEPTEM BER 18

-Credit class for anyone wishing to
learn the traditional social dances of Scotland. Location TBA 7:30·
Bard Alumni Dance C~ncert. Participants include Arthur Aviles
. 9:30p. Cont~ct Carey Griffin through ca~p~s mail £0~ ~ore info~·mtion.
· '87, Susan Christensen '89, Susan Hamburger '90, Rob Kitsos '90, and David
.
·
.
·
- --. ·
-: _ _ __
- - ..
c<- ·
,
.
, ____, _~-~a.rke((9. Dance Studio Theatre, Avery Arts Center
~p.
A..W.E. mee~ing. Bard'~ Environmenta i clJ.Ib ~eets every Wednesd~y .- - ~·""----=-~------~- -- - - _ -Albee Social, 7p. · · ·
.
_____ . - ·':;:---- == _ ,~~ ~ --.~~ Al~·n•ghter. Sponsored by the Bard College Folk Soaety.
' •.
_
.
_
_
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_
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.
_
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-·
. . , ~~~-~ : : . • : i:..
--. ~---- ~;.· . -~l;~~~-:;;~yg.!·~~-:...pla~~~!~l!~'!. !~~- campus, al~ ~ight._ Fi:st event of the
1
1
·a,udget r=Orum:-oo·r m locking, allocation of funds, elections and other · semes~er. Watch out for stgns or call752-7352 for tnformahon.
·
fun topics to be diseussed. Kline, 8p.
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Bard College Folk Society. Folk musicians, stqrytellers, and those

·

.

Cantorqm Choral mu.sic in the Bard Chapel, 6p.

_

·
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10a. See van schedule for transportation .

*
*
~ Ta!ofola ltaliana E C~n~~~~l'!..~~$~gp your Italian up-to-date.
.
President•s Room, 5·7p.
·.
__ .
*·
-·-----...
_

•

* Morning Worship at Church of St. John the Evangelist,

Human
An exhibition ~f paintings that depict the h~~n figure,
will be on view.: . ~ ~ro~r Art_C~-~r. _E~l}ibit ~.l!lr-qygh October 5.
. . . . . .161........~.•
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* SUNDAY. · SEPTEMBER 19 *
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* MONDAY.
~
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Eucharist. Bard Chapel, 7p.
~~
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SEPTEM BER 20

*

. interested_ in attending fun events like cam~fu~s and ·:rou~d_ singings, piease ·-Observer" s~ff Meeting Meet the people who inspired:~'MUrphy
come _to d~cuss events for the_fall seme~~er. ~!-~~-@--~!~~~~~- _R~~~, -~.,~~~ :,.__ :~JQ~." T:~i!d ~- ~~ q~: _ ~pinwall, Bp.
_
0

* Introductory Yoga. A course~ Yoga will take place on·Thursday
-- • -
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TUESDA
Y.
SEPTEM BER
nights, starting on this night. Olin 202, 6-7:30p._':rh_e_~ours~~_ppen to
~ '.,_;
.
,
_
stuQerits, fa01lty, _s~f~ and their f~mi!!~~- Then~ will be eight sessions, and the _ Student Ru.,_Support Croup for students with or recovering
from
fee_ ~ $29.~~ontact Prof. Ben Vromen for.EJor~_ infox:w~ti~n
~
... eating disord~rs and fur-stuaents dealing with issues of weight, appearance
-~-=~c:~ -~~~~==-~- :.::-:-~ ~- ~ --~~~;ifitCfboaYfmage. Come to talk or listen. Upstairs in the Student - ~ ··- -~··.,·
Bisexuals. A~-vlsts, Cays, Lesbians, ~t at _~.A_._G.L.:g. will _~eet Ceggr, 5:30-6;30p.
. -~
this Thursday Club_~oom ~~-!I!~ -~!~-Gi_~; 7P.;_ b-11 interested are
· ______ _-___'welcome.
_ _ _ ·-- _ ..-: ::-_..:.._ _-,':~
. -;.;~~= - -~~----::;_- ___ : ...:.:;_...:.::....:.....=:. _ :_~ :--:__ ·_-__
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__ _ _ __

: ;·; -_:._,-

_

* FRI.DAY.

SEPTEM BER 17
_: ~ -=--·-::~=~~:: .:-. ·..:..:.... . : : ~ .~;rf~'i-:. -._ _
. ...:.......

~- ~- -

*

*

21

* WEDNESDAY.

~

SEPTEM BER 22

*

~:._ .-:-.:-:- -= ~ -- _ ~ 't,..-,-.;...:~:T ..:: -;;::-.;:,:·-:-.,; .-. 1t . :A~W"!J;·~-~~eting~ Bard's Environmenta l club meets every Wednesday
* 'Profe$so_ir~D
_Qn_ Levl will give a lecture entitled "rhat to Ph!losophize
Albee _Social. 7p.
_
· .
_ __
.

.

is to-Learn-How not to Fear Death:' · ~~~~ 1~~. 4p~ __- -

·,,___ : -... . . __ - ·- ·~-

~ -~
Sa~ah

* Professor

__ _ __

:._

~-'--

._;;~-- -- ,~~~-=-~r~~~---

: ._

---~1-.,.- -~_.. --_js__

Willie will give a lecture entitled 'When We Were

-

Language Lecture. Naomi Seidman, Assistant Professor of

Comparative Literature at Stanford University will give a talk entitled "A
Black: From Identity to Performan~e a!ldJ~~si.{\gain." Olin 102, 8p. _
Marriage Made in Heaven? The Sexual Politics of the Hebrew-Yiddi sh
Followed by a receptiori-in the Olii:t Atrium.
-- · Lan~age Wars." Olin 102. 7:30p.

*

* .SATURDAY.
~

-

SEPTEM
BER 18
't
--·---_-- ~ -"""' ~~

-

-

":~-:-..::.. ~

__:-:-

~ ~:_..:.: . :..:.:.~~--:-"" ,. - ~

- :

~anel Di~~ssion on multiCt1ltu.raliSm_a nd higher education with
Sarah W~lie, J~Y'J~es, Robert Ku and Lou_!C(~s Aly(;l_!~z. Oli~ ~udit~~--~~
10a-Noon.
- -= -~~-~--=---~ __ - , ~~- -s.

•

-

·-·· __·

____

- : :~_- -L

__

- '"-:.~ ~ · ~,

-~~-:_~--=~ ~ ~=

~-~

-

* Stude_nt:L~c( W~~kshops on Mu~~~!t~~!!!~m~--Topics to be
announced. Olii;- -...

20~ 203, 204, 2:30-~;3t)p.

~~~~~ : .

-

•

-~~ ~~-~~
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_ • •

- ,:- - :;: •...
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-

•

_ -i _

-~:'=H~ey Ch.lb-hea~s!
Advertise your club•s event s an~ m~etings in
the weekly.calendar and get results. Just -~r~p.
a note with a descriptio n=of the evenf yoii .
have planned to the Dean ~f ~t~~~n~ 1 s.Qffice.
~~ Deadlines are F~id_~}'~.- ~t- -Sp~~ . __-~-- --~--- - -
::;~_--..lt•s free. It -~o~~~- ..-.·. ,_
r

.

·

.

